MERCHANDISE

MAIN PRODUCTS

YOUR TEXTURE IS EXCITED BY
THE GAP BETWEEN HOT&COLD!
EXPANDING FROM JAPAN!

Freshly-fried bread with soft-serve ice cream…
Enjoy the new texture!

It is rich and smooth taste, and good matches
with fried cornet-shaped bread.
The bread is made by special recipe, so, the melted
ice cream does not come out sooner.
On the other hand, when the cream melts, it will be
mixed with the bread. It is also delicious.

Freshly-fried bread, the taste is crispy and softly!
As already said, we use the bread made by special recipe and we have
got the patent for the recipe. It becomes softly and crispy by frying.
That texture very good matches with the ice cream.
Besides, the bread shape is cornet, so, it is easy to bring and eat
anywhere.

CORNET CORPORATION

MAGICAL FRIED BREAD

RICH TASTE CREAM

COMPLETELY NEW TASTE

One of famous Japanese convenience
stores and a big amusement facility
have asked us to accept that
they use the recipe of the bread.
It means the recipe is very
special and not easy to copy.

Uniting with major manufacturer,
we can provide rich taste ice
cream which is very good
matching for the fried bread.
A lot of customers are
attracted the cream.

With the melted ice cream
and fried bread, it becomes new
taste you have never experienced.
The collaboration between
HOT and COLD attracts you!

THIS IS THE BIG BUSINESS CHANCE WITH ONE&ONLY “ICE CORNET”
Ice cream and bread are world standard foods, so, “ICE CORNET” is familiar for people in the world.
We do not wait for customers, because we go to anywhere people are gathering in events,
malls and parks by a food van. This is our stance.
A big business chance comes with a unique-food van and new taste “ICE CORNET.”

"ICE CORNET", it is merchandise with great future potential.
"ICE CORNET" was often focused on Japanese mass-media currently.
Our company is still growing up and the future potential is infinity.

What are you waiting for? This is the time to start.

